
The health concerns originate from early scientific studies that show that exposure to electric & magnetic fields (EMFs)  generated 
from low-frequency power systems may be linked to an increased rate of cancer in humans.              James Hannigan PE, PMP, SAIC  
 
Why? The only language the body understands is Analog. When the body comes into a digital field it doesn't understand that frequency 
so stress is created on the body collapsing the Torus field allowing in for Dis-ease. All vehicles and especially EVs turn into a faraday 
cage holding in all EMFs and Microwaves radiating from your navigation system, computer, Good to go pass, and cellphone. Because 
you are approximately 76% water YOU absorb all of it!  
 
The Roll of Voltage in the Body. The body has four battery packs. Our muscles are rechargeable battery packs. It is the  largest battery 
pack and is Piezo Electric -meaning it emits electrons –that’s why exercise is so important. The fascia is a semi conductor around     
muscles serves as the body’s wiring system. Every organ has its own battery pack. Our cell membranes are small batteries called 
“capacitors’ Inside the mitochondria we have a rechargeable battery system called “ATP/ADP” (ATP charge ADP Discharge) Our DNA 
has its own battery using scalar energy. We have six loops of muscle battery packs that provide the ongoing voltage for all of the organs 
to work and to repair themselves. Sitting on electric batteries disrupts our body's own electrical system causing male/female             
diseases, heart arrhythmia, and stroke just to name a few.             Jerry Tennant, MD 
 
The Brain is made of 100 million Magnetite Crystals. They allow us to have a magnetic sense and be oriented to the earth’s magnetic 
field. They are also affected negatively by artificial fields as these crystals absorb EMFs. Dr. Maret’s research has demonstrated adverse 
biological effects of EMFs including; single and double stranded DNA breaks, creation of reactive oxygen species, immune dysfunction, 
cognitive processing effects, stress protein synthesis in the brain, altered brain development, ADHD, abnormal behavior, sperm       
dysfunction and brain tumors.                          Karl Maret, MD, M.Eng 
 
Epidemiological studies in the U.S. and in Sweden have produced new evidence of a link between Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and         
occupational exposures to electromagnetic fields (EMFs).                                                      Dr. Eugene Sobel 
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Buried: Toyota’s 10 year study of the 
effects of electric car on the body found 
that children sitting in back seat  became 
sterile and front seat passengers           
experienced low sperm/egg count and 
other heart, brain related health issues. 
      

                 Allstate Insurance Agent– T.H. 

Electric Vehicles (EV) Dark Side 

What is clean for the environment, may not really be clean. Under the shiny exteriors 

of an electric vehicle lies a shocking story of blood batteries, extreme poverty and child 

labor. Electric cars use batteries. You know that. But do you know that lithium and   

cobalt are rare metals that make up these batteries. The cobalt in the battery keeps it 

stable and allows it to operate safely. Cobalt is used in about half of electric cars, which 

is about four to 30 kilograms per battery.  70 per cent of the total supply comes from 

one country, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). The largest producer of  

refined cobalt is China. In the mine of 200,000 miners at least 40,000 of them are     

children, some as young as six years old, according to the Wilson Centre, a US            

non-partisan policy forum. These children flirt with death daily. They enter vertical  

tunnels that are too narrow for adults to enter. The children in the mine dig for cobalt 

under inhumane conditions in a furnace-like environment. Would you allow your child 

to mine?                                                                                                                  Mining.com   

EVs will make No meaningful difference to global warming or Green House Gases, if 

you don’t address the main causes.  


